A __-series is a program that uses several days to tell its story
A sound used to replace offensive language on a program
A person who makes an appearance on a program
A __ station may be independent or an affiliate of a network
A test episode of a new or proposed series
A program that has been seen before many times
Common term for the person who leads a newscast
Current __ are newsworthy items that are discussed by most people
A station's type of programming; may depend on the time of day
__ cameras capture video without the subject's knowledge
Common term for an embarrassing, unexpected comment or action
A company that provides programming to affiliate stations
__ are a measure of audience size for a particular program
__ shows feature non-actors, usually in a competition
Industry term for the people watching TV
A __ can happen when a local sporting event fails to sell out
A __ series is a weekly program that is not a comedy
A news-__ features several newsworthy stories, usually weekly
Game show featuring trivia questions for contestants to answer
The companies that pay for commercial time
A fictional, dramatized program based on an actual event
Candidates can run paid __ announcements on TV and radio
Local stations that are part of a national or regional network
An informative, extended commercial
General term for the type and sequence of shows on a station
Cable or satellite TV services are only available by __
One who preaches on TV in support of a church or religious cause
"We'll now pause 10 seconds for station ____..."